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Woods slams U.S. support of S. Africa
by Linda Pope
Trail Staff Writer

Donald Woods, former editor of a
South African newspaper, in a lecture
Monday night, accused the U.S.
government of betraying its own principles by supporting the South African
apartheid government. Woods
criticizes Reagan's alliance with white
South Africa, saying U.S. foreign
policy ought to mirror its domestic
aspirations and that "the only appropriate side for the U.S. [in the
apartheid conflict] is the side of the
people of South Africa who want
democracy, namely the black majority."
The U.S. government's current
Donald Woods spoke at UPS Monday
South African policy is one of "constructive engagement", which sup- Although the current regime has
ports the white government in an efbegun to improve conditions for black
fort to encourage gradual reform.
South Africans, Woods says these
-
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changes have been of little consequence. He equates the steps which
have been taken in recent years to ''a

rearranging of the deck chairs on the
Titanic.
Woods attributes at least a part of
the U.S. and other Western nation's
support of the South African government to an ''intensively subtle propaganda offensive going on from
every South African embassy, consulate, and consulate general.''
Woods cites estimates that over $ 100
million has been spent by the South
African government in misinforming
the U.S. and Britain. These two
countries are main targets for Pretoria,
Woods says, because of their veto
power on the U.N. Security Council.
South Africa counts on both countries
to block sanctions against it from that
body.
Pretoria 's most recent propaganda
offensive, says Woods, is Prime
Minister Botha 's proposed referendum
continued on page
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Evans cai1 for large r education budizet
by Steve Cam pion
Trail Staff Writer

Emphasizing education as a top
priority, Senator Dan Evans,
R-Wash, addressed a group of
students at the University of Puget
Sound Sunday, in a somewhat abbreviated campaign stop.
The UPS visit was a scheduled appearance in Evans's drive to win election to the Senate seat he now occupies. The three-term former governor of Washington was appointed to
the post last month to fill the vacancy
left by Henry M. Jackson who died
September 1. Evans will face
Democratic challenger Mike Lowry in
the general election November 8 to
decide who will complete the remaining five years of Jackson's unexpired
term.
Evans says that American attention
"is focused on American education,''
and that various programs and commissions ''have lifted education to a
top priority." He compares the contemporary importance of education to
the space race between the United
States and the Soviet Union after
Soviets launched Sputnik 25 years
ago. ''I think it's about time" education got this attention, he added.
Evans says that he finds President
Reagan's education program "made-

quate" and explains that the administration's budget proposal for
education "was lower than we would
like to see." Evans reports that he is
working with colleagues in the Senate
on an education budget larger than the
President's and $1 billion larger than
the House of Representatives' proposed budget.
While stressing that he does not
want to severely cut student grants or
aid, Evans points out that he does not
want students to expect financial support from the government as a right.
"The federal government should provide extras, incentives, and access to
education. I do not believe it should
expand to include basic support" for
higher education. However, Evans
says, "any qualified student" can
still receive a higher education.
To turn out more qualified
students, class and school requirements should be made more
demanding, Evans says. ''The
delicatessen of education ...has to be
replaced by a full meal ... or maybe
some health food," the Senator said.
He feels requirements for high school
graduation should be "gradually increased ... especially in the last year to
show that you are an intelligent person." He says he favors stronger requirements for all students and not

only for those bound for college.
Evans favors more freedom for
schools and teachers at the local level
and calls for more financial independence. "We now ship funds to
Washington, D.C., and then they
ship the funds back to us... and they
take a nice chunk" in the process, he

said.
Courses in schools should be given
attention, Evans says. ''We should
make sure that the disciplines
[teachers] are going to be teaching"
are subjects they have adequately
studied and "they are comfortable
continued on page 3

Trustees surprise Phibb
endow P/G professorsh
By Julie Shipman
Managing Editor

Trustees of the University of Puget
Sound announced their contribution of
$750,000 to establish the Philip M.
Phibbs Distinguished Professorship in
Politics and Government at a special
convocation in Kilworth Chapel today. The professorship, which will
allow UPS to hire a political scientist
in the fall of 1984, is designed to
honor Phibbs for ten years of service
to the university. The announcement
was a surprise to Phibbs.
"We wanted to recognize that
Phibbs has made an incredible contribution to the university over the
last decade," said Trustee Liewelyn
Pritchard. Pritchard claims the board
endowed the professorship in Politics

ip

and Governtment because of Phibbs 's
interest and academic training in that
field, and also because ''Phibbs is a
political animal in the Aristotelian
sense."
Norton Clapp, a trustee for 50
years, chairman of the board of
trustees, and chairman of the committee that designed the endowment,
said the professorship is an institutional gift to complement the personal
gift, a trip to Bhutan, which the board
bestowed on the Phibbs' last spring.
The committee deliberated on a
suitable gift for over a year, Clapp
said.
Trustee Nancy Hoff says the board
is especially pleased at how Phibbs
has ''focused on the academic struccontinued on page 3
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Ed*itorial and comment
'White Paper' goals too vague for discussion
A reporter from the Tacoma News
Tribune called last week with some
questions about the direction of the
university after ten years under the
leadership of Phillip M. Phibbs. The
White Paper came up immediately.
Everyone has been talking about it,
the reporter said, but no one seems
to know exactly what it means.
That is precisely the point: The
meaning and direction of the socalled co-curriculum becomes less
clear all the time. This lack of clarity
is unfortunate, because the cocurriculum is high on the agenda of
items to be discussed by the Board
of Trustees when it meets this week.
One wonders how the discussion can
contain any substance: the history of
co-curricular discussion on campus
this fall has been one of progressive
equivocation by advocates of the
co-curricular program.
The Student Life Committee called the "White Paper" an agenda for
change, and presented it to the community as a series of policy proposals. When some faculty members
and students objected to the thrust
of certain proposals, the Student
Life Committee and the Dean of
Students Office retreated, claiming
that the "White Paper" was only a
means of fomenting discussion
about certain university goals. When
the Alumni Board complained that
the goals were not clearly defined,
and that advocates of the program
had not identified any problems to
justify implementation of the cocurriculum, the committee respond-

ed that the "White Paper" was not a
series of proposals but only a set of
issues for discussion. When one
faculty member objected to cocurriculum goals outlined by Dean
of Students David Dodson at the second Lake Wilderness Conference
and for the Curriculum Committee,
Dodson retreated further, claiming
that the goals outlined were not
recommendations of the Student
Life Committee and did not accurately represent the objectives of
the co-curriculum. Dodson refused
to speculate on what were the objectives of the co-curriculum.
The ground upon which cocurricular discussion is based has
shifted so much because of
equivocation that it seems impossible to identify any particular aspects
of the co-curriculam at all. The
discussion in general, however,
represents a significant and in many
ways unhealthy shift in direction for
the university. For the first seven or
eight years of his tenure as president
of the institution, Phibbs advised the
university that it must work hard to
develop excellence in its academic
program. During the last two years,
however, the tone of rhetoric has
shifted. Instead of being told we
must work hard to achieve academic
excellence, we are being told that
we have worked hard and that we
have achieved academic excellence.
Students are congratulated for being
better and brighter, faculty for working harder and achieving a higher
degree of professionalism. The con-

-

-

-

-

cern for attainment in the "cocurricular" seems a tacit statement
of smug satifaction with the curricular.
Few would deny that the institution has made significant academic
strides during the last decade. Still,
the university can ill afford to rest
on its putative academic laurels.
Ironically, the preoccupation with
matters outside the curriculum may
well undermine what progress the
university has made within the curriculum. Faculty time spent on cocurricular activities means less time
available for research and professional development or for class
preparation. Recognition of faculty
involvement in co-curricular activities as a criteron for tenure
evaluation inevitably means less
rigorous academic standards, a
tradeoff of professionalism in one's
discipline for closer involvement
with students in non-curricular
areas. Increased pressure for student
participation in activities outside the
curriculum likewise means less time
spent with academic concerns.
Nor is it clear that an institutionalized co-curricular program
would increase diversity or support
development of student initiative.
The problem of diversity is much
more tied to the homogeneous
nature of the student body than to
the lack of diverse programs on campus. The university could much
more effectively promote cultural
diversity by recruiting a more
diverse student body population

-

-

than by importing token diverse activities for a homogeneous student
population. With financial aid adequate to attract students from other
than a white upper middle class
background and a greater support
for foreign students (an area in
which the university has a notoriously bad reputation), culturally diverse
activities would take care of
themselves.
With regard to student initiative,
institutionalization of "opportunities" is nothing more than a patent form of spoon-feeding, a means
by which the institution can think for
students instead of allowing them to
think for themselves. Such an approach does not encourage initiative, it fosters dependence.
Trustees as well as students and
faculty should refuse to support institutionalization of any so-called
co-curricular program until those
who support such a program identify
much more clearly what needs exist
and how proposed policies would
address those needs. More generally, the trustees and everyone else
concerned with the university
should think twice before guiding
the institution into a new and essentially non-academic direction,

Correction
Last week's Senate Report said two
professors had a copy of the UPS investment policy. The line should
have read portfolio instead of policy

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Bar guide 'tasteless'
Dear Editor:
This is in response to the first of
Jim Benedetto's articles,
"mechanisms for minors revealed",
which appeared in the October 14
issue of the Trail.
I found this to be a tasteless and
insensitive article for both men and
women. Benedetto's "advice" to
females, however, was especially insulting—"wear clothes that fit well,
if you know what I mean, and be
careful to keep covered any areas on
your body which would harbor
cellulite on an older women."
Statements such as this perpetuate
the image of women as sexual sellouts, and that women must retain
their youthful bodies to achieve that
ever-present goal of receiving the
male's favorable regard.
Perhaps Benedetto thinks that if
he includes "advice" to both men
and women that he is treating both
sexes equally, and therefore, no
harm is done. This cannot be
justification for writing the insulting
passage I cited above. We need to
recognize that women and men have
the same needs and share human
qualities. Attitudes such as Jim
Benedetto's support negative
ster" p' of both sexes and can

only be harmful to everyone.
True, the Trail is making an effort
at improvement with the new format
and lay-out design. But the quality
of the paper will not improve with
the continued printing of derogatory
articles such as this. If Benedetto's
article was meant to be satire, it
should have been placed in the Combat Zone.
I am left feeling disappointed,
degraded, and insulted.
Sheryl Tilton

Beginning an outreach newsletter,
written specifically for off-campus
students and published biweekly, is
a critical part of developing offcampus relations. Other projects
under consideration are the improvement of the Cellar as a social
gathering place, providing more
storage space to off-campus
students, improving the Information
Center, and perhaps improving the
Security escort service to the offcampus students.

Off-campus programs
Dear Editor:
ASUPS has designated improving
relations and communication with
off-campus students as a top priority
this year. Over half the UPS student
body lives off campus. We feel that
many of the needs of these students
are presently ignored by ASUPS and
the University administration.
ASUPS is initiating several programs
to meet these needs.
With the help of the Dean of
Students Office, ASUPS will create
and fund a new position of offcampus coordinator. Student Activities Director Semi Solidarios is
serving in this capacity until a student is ele ted

ASUPS is trying to redirect its em
phasis to better serve and represen
the off-campus students. W
welcome input from all factions of
the University. All students in
terested in either the off-campu
coordinator position or assisting the
project, please contact Dunca
Marsh or John Pilcher in the ASB of
f ice.
Sincerely
ASUPS Senator Duncan
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Evans declines to speak on Lebanon bombing Sunday
continued from page

1

with." At the same time, however,
Evans says, ''We should let teachers
teach and not be lunchroom
monitors."
Evans spoke briefly of his
background as a leader in education.
As governor he helped build ten community colleges and one state college.
He served on various committees of
the Carnegie Foundation and the National Science Foundation. After leaving the Governor's House in 1977,
he became president of Evergreen
State College, a position he held until
his Senate appointment.
Evans was 15 minutes late for the
student gathering in the SUB and
spoke only briefly on other issues.

Senator Dan Evans

(photo by Troy Hohnan)

Senate Report

Tacoma Mayor Doug Sutherland excused Evans's tardiness which
resulted from extended briefings on
the bombing of a U.S. Marine installation in Lebanon earlier in the
morning.
Evans declined to speak on the
bombing pending a press conference
later in the day. He was, however,
persuaded to make a brief comment in
which he declared the event held
"enormous importance" for the
country. ''Terrorist activity is in
danger of dictating American foreign
policy," Evans said. ''We cannot let
that happen."
Interest rates are Evans's primary
concern on economic issues. "More
than any other factor," interest rates

can hamper the economic recovery,
Evans says. "They are unnaturally
high," and are paralyzing a rebirth in
housing and business expansion, according to Evans. Budget deficits can
be brought down, Evans explains.
"There are many places to reduce
spending and we can't overlook any
of them," he says. Cuts in spending
favored by Evans include Social
Security and entitlement programs
which now compromise 46 percent of
the federal budget, and national
defense. ''National defense can be cut
and should be cut,'' he pointed Out.
Evans insists that spending can be
reduced without harming existing programs.

Phibbs chair announced
continued from page 1

by Glenn W. Chioft
News Editor
UPS President Philip Phibbs addressed the ASUPS Senate Tuesday.
Phibbs wanted to get the Senate's
opinion of the importance of cocurricular activities in university life.
Asking the Senate if they ''feel
UPS needs to have a stronger, more
varied extra-curricular program,"
Phibbs says he wants to ''stay away
as far as I can at this point from
specifics." Agreement on the general
aspects of a new or revamped cocurricular program must come first,
Phibbs says.
After saying the Senate should
''proceed with the assumption that
we're talking about a non-mandatory
program," Phibbs found a "general
consenus that a strengthened cocurricular program is beneficial" to the
university. The majority of the
students and senators present agreed
with Phibbs that a stronger cocurricular program would be of benefit to
the university.
"If we are in agreement ...how do
we move most effectively to establish
such a program?'' asked Phibbs.

On the point that any
cocurricular program must depend on
voluntary participation only, those
present agreed almost unanimously.
Finance Committee presented two
spending motions to the Senate.
Campus Films was allocated $800
from contingency to cover the cost of
state taxes on the films they rent. The
tax was not in effect when Campus
Films original budget was approved
last year. In another motion, Finance
Committee, of which all three executive officers are members, was
overruled by the Senate. The motion
the Senate rejected was to erase a debt
incurred by last year's Trail staff.

ture of the university" in the last ten
years, and Hoff gives Phibbs credit
for "making UPS a strong private
liberal arts college.
"UPS is doing well at a time when
other schools are not," Clapp agreed.
"Phibbs has upgraded students,
faculty, and programs." Clapp also
credits Phibbs with making the
university more financially stable.
"He has a way of persuading
people... much of the money we have
raised is due to his influence." Praising him for being accessible to
students and student opinion, Clapp
characterized Phibbs as "open and
above-board."

President Philip Phibbs

Pritchard feels the endowed professorship will be a "gift that keeps
on giving," and will benefit students
faculty, and the community. Income
earned from the investment of the
$750,000 gift will provide a salary of
the new Politics and Government professor. A schedule for hiring the new
faculty member has not been decided.
The gift is the third endowed professorship received by the university
during its centennial fund-raising campaign. The campaign, which has a
goal of raising $45 million by the
university's centennial in 1988, has
raised $29 million to date.

Announcements
Free blood pressure checks will be
given by Mae Sprenger, R.N. every
Thursday from Noon- 1:00—in the
Student Union Building. Faculty, staff
and students all welcome. Please plan
to drop by. * *
On Sunday, October 30, at 2: 15
p.m. the school bells will ring once
for each Marine who lost his life in the

(photo by Peter Paulson)

recent Beirut tragedy.
The Freshman Council held their
elections Monday, October 24. Nine
students were elected to the council.
The council members are: Samson
Aiona, Ian Northrip, Mimi Dega, Jill
Hanson, Steve Schwartz, Scott
Stevens, Erin Mack, Steve Shaver,
and Christoph Schebel.
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Are investments in South Africa ethical?
by Louise Sutherland
Trail Staff Writer
"If divesting UPS stocks that fund
companies in South Africa is part of
teaching responsibility, then the
Trustees must do it," says UPS
Business Professor Robert Terpstra.
Terpstra believes that the UPS community has a claim against the
Trustees who must maintain both
capital and a good atmosphere for
teaching, yet also be socially responsible in their investment practices.
UPS Law Professor William Beaver,
however, disagrees. Saying, ''there
can be no ethical investment policy"
for the University, Beaver says the
University should be strictly
pragmatic in making investment decisions. Both professors spoke at an
Open Forum on ethical investments
Thursday, October 20.
Terpstra advocates three steps for
the University to take. First, students
should re-open the debate which has
dwindled in recent years. Second, the
UPS community should be aware of
the contents of the UPS investment
portfolio. Third, UPS should establish
some forum to consider the concerns
of individual members of the University community relating to UPS investment practices.
"Non-economic criteria should be
used in making investment
decisions," says Terpstra. "Companies are responsible for protecting
their workers from social or physical
injury, and investors are responsible
for not helping the companies violate
human rights."
Beaver disagrees with this view.
"The University's goal is to maintain
a climate for teaching and dissemination of knowledge,'' argues Beaver.
"The University is not set up for
politicization of issues or for making
collective decisions. Everyone's moral
standards are different, and it would
be impossible to come to a coherent
decision on investment policies.
Hence, the University's investments
should not be disrupted."
UPS Sociology Professor Leon
Grunberg agrees with Beaver in that
"we cannot expect businessmen to
respond voluntarily to moral and

political pleas; determined policy or
law is a necessary force to change procedures."
Grunberg does, however, believe
that the university has a moral obligation to discuss the issues to determine
if the community feels something
should be done. Grunberg claims UPS
needs to discuss the way it uses its influence.
The ability of an institution to formulate an ethical investment policy is
questionable. "There can be no
ethical investment policy," claims
Beaver, ''or there will be too few
places in the world to invest in."
Beaver makes the case that human
rights violations occur all over the
world and there is no way to reform
the entire system. ''The U.S. has invested in Uganda, Zimbabwe,
Angola and even the Soviet Union, all
of whom have awful human rights
records, yet does any one suggest
divesting from them?" asks Beaver.
Beaver feels for an investment policy
to be ethical, it must be consistent.
Grunberg agrees that a consistent,
world-investment policy is not possible. However, Grunberg says there
are paramount concerns in the world
that need addressing. World perfection is not a realistic goal, says
Grunberg, but alleviating the horrors
in South Africa is reasonable.
Protecting American interests is an
important factor, says Beaver. The
United States needs minerals and
other products from South Africa, and
also needs to protect the oil shipping
lanes around the Cape of Good Hope.
Beaver worries about Soviet expansionism, noting that the USSR has
taken de facto control of Laos, South
Vietnam, and Nicaragua. Beaver does
not want South Africa, black or
white, to turn to the Soviet Union for
economic help. Beaver believes if
South Africa turns to the Soviet Union
for economic help, South Africa will
fall under the Soviet influence.
However, blacks in South Africa
are leaning towards the Soviet Union
instead of the West precisely because
it is the West which encourages the
status quo and provides tools for
government oppression of blacks,
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claims Donald Woods, a former South
African journalist. ''There is a risk
that the West will lose its influence
with the blacks who make up 85 percent of the population," says Woods.
Claiming there is no "red scare"
relevent to South Africa, Woods says
the Soviet Union tends not to stay in
black African countries even when
they have been invited.
Institutions such as UPS are concerned about financial losses that

might occur from divesting. The
economic cost to institutions which
have divested has proven to be insignificant, according to Terpstra. The
consequences to risk-return are minor.
Investors try to keep investment portfolios as diversified as possible and
though divestiture means less diversification and lower return on some of
the risk, the negative effect is minimal
according to Terpstra.

us

Woods tells
to follow Constitution
continued from page 1

for a new constitution which comes up
for a vote by the white government
leaders today. Presented as a step
away from apartheid, the proposition
would allow Indians and coloreds,
those of mixed race, to share in
government by establishing three
separate parliaments—one for whites,
one for coloreds, and one for Indians.
The referendum will also give coloreds and Indians the right to vote.
Woods warns, "This is going to impress some people who don't look too
closely. What is actually happening is
that they are still excluding 85 percent
of the population from any form of
the vote because they are black... and
just in case the Indians and coloreds
gang up, their combined vote still
doesn't match two-thirds of the white
parliament's votes. So, with votes
like that, who needs votes?"
Yet the U.S. continues to applaud
such measures as ''steps in the right
direction'', says Woods. ''I suppose
that people who lean over backwards
to praise that sort of thing are the kind
of people who in 1942 would have
said, 'Well, ol' Adolf Hitler! Up til
now he's been killing 3,000 Jews a
day in Auschwitz, but you know,
from tomorrow he's only going to kill
600. Now you might not think that's
ideal, but it's a step in the right direction! '.
The U.S. should respond, says
Woods, in accordance with the principles found in its constitution. ''I
don't think tyrants should be praised
for doing slightly less evil than they
were doing the day before," he
asserts, ''I think they've got to be
opposed all the way until they stop
doing any. Any that relates to
Lebanon or Iran or wherever." The
most important thing the U.S.
government can do, Woods says, is
to disengage with South Africa
diplomatically and economically.
Woods agrees that this might not
have a great economic impact, but
says that it would have a profound

psychological impact on a country
which wants deeply to be recognized
as a Western nation.
Another form of non-violent action
which Woods sees as having some effect on Pretoria is divestiture. He
asserts that divestiture, like
diplomatic and economic sanctions,
has a primarily psychological impact.
Woods also stresses the practicality of
divesting. In one example, the state
of Massachusettes dropped $180
million in South African related investments on moral grounds. They
lost no money, in fact, they profited
from the shift.
At the university level, Woods
asserts divestiture is a very real form
of protest which many institutions
have already employed. Woods based
his call for divestiture on the fundamental need for morality in investment. ''When I have said that at
other institutions," Woods says,
''inevitably a member of the university government gets up and says,'It is
not our job to write foreign policy, it
is our job to maximize the investments of the university.' And my
reply to that is that prostitution and
cocaine will raise you even more
money for your university."
Woods also devoted part of the
lecture to speaking about his escape
from South Africa—an adventure
which seems more like the fiction of a
James Bond novel than the reality of a
journalist's life. Born in 1933 in the
Transkei region of South Africa,
Woods grew to oppose the apartheid
government in his college years.
Woods became the editor of a liberal
newspaper and was banned in 1977
because of his outspoken antigovernment views. In the same year,
Woods escaped from the country
under penalty of death—an act which
brought him to the eyes of the international press. Woods now travels
around the world condemning apartheid and encouraging action against
the South African government.
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Arts and entertai'onmen
Photos highlight
Scandinavian spirit
Mary Sudar
Trail Staff Writer

by

I

Clearing a Woodland Ca. 1894 photographed by Konrad Inha

Perhaps it's a personal prejudice,
but I consider black and white
photography superior to color
photography. The absence of color
draws more attention to composition,
tonal contrasts, light and shadow, and
the subject matter itself. Color and its
emotional associations inspire an immediate, visceral reaction. Black and
white photography may be slower to
inspire response, but that response is
deeper and more lasting. Four hundred haunting images in "The Frozen
Image: Scandinavian Photography,"
currently showing at the Tacoma Art
Museum, have reinforced my
preference for the power of black and
white.
Examples of the photographer's
craft were collected from museums,
archives, and private holdings across
Scandinavia—from Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Finland,
Iceland—and the resultant survey of

the ''art of stillness''fills the first and
second floors of the museum. Subject
matter is built around eight themes,
including ''The Endless Vista,''
''Beyond the Arctic Circle,''
"Nomads and Settlers," ''Early Urbanists," ''The Painter's Lens,''
"The Event" and "The New
Generation." The photos date from
the mid-i 800s to the first few
decades of the twentieth century.
Consequently, they chronicle the
history of both the camera and the
countries. Relatively few modern
photographers are represented, and
their images are not among the
show's strongest. But the mastery of
Scandinavian photographers is evident
throughout.
Subject matter ranges from
photographs of royalty to landscapes
to socio-historic scenes. Even the
grimmest, most tragic scenes—a prostitute looking out through the panes
of a window, or slum children playing
in alleyways—are given a certain
continued on page
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enage a trois implied in Ayckbourn play
Carolyn Glenn
Trail Staff Writer
Alan Ayckbourn 's How the Other
aif Loves explores the comic
possibilities of marital infidelity.
hree couples, instead of the usual
two, find themselves involved in an
nusual double menage a trois.
Fiona Foster (Joyce Harris) and
ob Phillips (Bill terKuile) have a one
ight affair. To cover their tracks they
ach pick an alibi. Unhappily, both
ick the Featherstones, William
R.A. Farrell) and Mary (Mary Ellen
ansen). Their suspicious spouses
oth decide to have the Featherstones
ver for dinner to test their partners'
eactions. The excitement mounts as
ritish playwright Ayckbourn utlitizes
time warp which allows the auience to witness both the Thursday
nd the Friday dinner parties in one
5 minute scene. C.R. Gardener
lays Frank Foster, and Victoria
arver plays Teresa Phillips.
Ayckbourn's attempt to show the
wo dinner parties at the same time
nd to show the action at the Foster
ome and the Phillips home on the
ame stage exemplify his unique aproach. Two side-by side sets with a
me drawn through the middle would
ave been too easy, not to mention
by

unoriginal, so he takes the tougher
route. The living rooms of the two
couples are juxtaposed and the furniture from both spread across the entire stage. This allows the actors total
freedom to move about, provided
they always enter through their own
doors, sit on their own sofas and

by Jailyn Brown
Trail Staff Writer
flutist Margaret Ponak will give an
all French recital tonight at 8:00 p.m.
in the Jacobsen Recital Hall. Denise
Cooney will accompany her on piano.
They will be performing classical
works composed by Ploenc,
Shaminade, and Biavet, and a jazz
composition by Claude Boiling,
"Suite for flute and Jazz Piano.''
Ponak has been teaching at UPS since
1981, and is also an instructor at
Stadium High School and Seattle
Pacific University. In addition, she
maintains her own studio.
Ponak 's credentials are substantial.
She is founding member of the Board
of Directors of the Seattle flute Society. Along with other prominent Seattie flutists such as Felix Skowronek
and Rae Terpinning, Ponak helped

stairs, and handle their own props.
With the flexibility of the stage
design and a little imagination from
the audience, Ayckbourn proves that
nothing is impossible. The end result
is a three ring circus, but the audiene
leaves the theatre feeling as though
they have actually been able to be in

establish the flute society to keep

two places at once.
Ayckboum is obsessed with coincidence and simultaneity—so much
that he makes them principal factors in
almost all of his plays, including Taking Steps, Bedroom Farce,and
Relatively Speaking. His fascination
continued on page

6

amatuer and professional flutists
abreast of flute happenings in the
Northwest. Among other things, the
organization sponsors classes and
publishes a newsletter. Ponak is alo a
member of the National Flute
Association and Phi Theta Kappa.
Taking her Bachelors degree in
flute performance at the University of
Idaho, Ponak came to the University
of Washington to complete her
Masters degree, serving as the principle flutist for both University symphonies. She has studied with noted
flutists Ransom Wilson, Julius Baker,
and James Pellerite as well as attending the New College Music Festival.
As the first prize winner in a division
of the 1976 Greater Spokane Allied
Arts Festival, Ponak was invited to
perform as a guest soloist with the
Spokane Symphon y .
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Frozen images capture Nordic spirit
continued from page 5
serene, poetic beauty, a sense of selfcontainment which downplays the
presence of the photographer and emphasizes the character of the subject.
The absence of color in the outdoor
shots causes the viewer to contemplate the desolate, vast stretches
of land to the horizon line, or the
stark, dark cliffs surrounding a bay,
rather than creating an immediate
world of green pastures and bright
blue fjords. Knud Knudsen's
Geiranger Fjord (1888) is reminiscent
of the mid- 19th century scenes of the
American West by luminist
photographer Timothy O'Sullivan,
and has a stark juxtaposition of crags,
sky and reflective waters. Knudsen's
five-part panorama of Galdho, Jotuntrein( 1885) creates the feeling that
the photographer was, perhaps, the
first to enter this time-frozen
wilderness. Ar, amusing contrast of
old and new appears in Landscape
with Car by Olafur Magnusson (c.
1915), a scene of an automobile
neatly framed by two monolithic rocks
in a barren Icelandic field.
"The Frozen Image" contains
more than a few supnses. Pre-fame
photographs of actresses Greta Garbo
and Ingrid Bergman evoke the proud,
feminine beauty also captured by
Henry Goodwin's photo of the
elegant Ella Ilbuk (1915). Small-scale
camera studies by Norwegian expressionist Edvard Munch include his
Nude Standing by the Bed( 1920) and
Self-Portrait at Dr. Jacobson 's

Clinic( 1908) and the lithographs
which they inspired. Munch's statement that "The camera cannot compete with painting as long as it cannot
be used in heaven or hell" is contradicted by the personal torment
which permeates several of the images. The Munch series provides one
unsettling episode in an exhibit of
otherwise largely quiet scenes.
Pure untrammeled joy is evident in
the cameo-like

Midsummer Night

by Evald Hemmert (1923),
with tiny merrymakers in an endless
field and a backdrop of hills and a
summer sun far beyond. Peter
Lundh 's "shocking" postcard scenes
of mixed bathing (c. 1910) depicting
stripe-suited swimmers of both
genders exercising together helped

Dance

change the village of Molle into a
European mecca for the cosmopolitan
rich. The surrealistic Drowning
Death( 1967), a posed photograph by
Bertil Stilling, is guaranteed to draw
viewers back for a second, closer look
at a body-scattered beach.
Nils Strindberg's truly haunting
documentary of a doomed balloon expedition to the North Pole, undertaken by Sweden's Salomon Andree
in 1897, becomes even more eerily
powerful when the viewer learns the
story behind it. The expedition was
downed en route, and Strindberg
recorded the wreckage of the balloon,
a victorious polar bear hunt, and the
figures of the explorers themselves in
a vast, desolate snowscape, never
realizing that they wouldn't survive.
Strindberg 's negatives were found
and developed thirty years later,
recreating images which were both
literally and figuratively frozen.
The drama of modem events provides the material for a small selection
of images taken during the Occupation years of World War II. A blurred
image of a boy running away from
gunfire, a quintet of shots (secretly
taken from a nearby cellar window by
an unknown photographer) documenting an attack by a Danish collaborator on a Dane—all preserve a
moment in the not-so-distant past.
Post-War photographs included in
this exhibit are somewhat of a letdown after the fine craftsmanship of
earlier Scandinavian artists. The
modems' shift from ''split second
description of fleeting encounters to a
deeper concern with artistic issues"
(or so it was described in the exhibit
catalog) lost touch with the Scandinavian spirit so evident in the older
works. That is not to say that the
works of these younger artists are not
fine examples of the craft in their own
right. Lennart Durehed 's Skarviken
(1978) and Bertil Strandeer's sleightof-hand Glass of Water (1977) are
interesting, but neither inspired nor
inspiring.
"The Frozen Image" is a selection
of contemplative photographs that are
unique in their ability to be both
documentary and artistic. The
beautifully-composed pigment print

(1900) by John Hertzberg captures a time, a place, a person, and blends them all into a mood
of aching loveliness—or lonliness.
The Scandinavian photographers have
created photographs with their
cameras as lovingly as a painter
creates a painting out of brush, canvas
and pigment. The exhibit warrants
the recommended two hours of viewing time, for the power in these images emerges from detail not always
immediately discemable. The result is
a study in contrasts and contradictions: the bleakness of a beautiful
landscape, ancient traditions surviving
in modern settings, minute humans
overwhelmed by vast lands, the
starkness and warmth of black and
white. "The Frozen Image" taught

At the Well

TAG play two-ring circus
continued from page 5
with the nature of theatrical artiface
and challenging the traditional limits
of what can be realistically presented
on stage has added tremendously to
the awareness and enjoyment of spectators while widely expanding the
traditional structure of dramatic convention.
The acting is good; Gardener and
Harris do a fine job as the snobbish
and patrician Fosters, terKuile and
Carver are naturals as the struggling
young Phillips, and Farrell and
Hansen are hilarious as the nervous
and inept Featherstones. The play
seemed rather long and, like so many
farces, a little exaggerated and
tedious. Ayckbourn has used the same
basic plot in some of his other thirty

Foreign Auto Clinic
All European and Japanese Makes
call
272-0062 or 627-9432
424 St. Helens

Hours 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

(the first block north of 6th Ave.)
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- Conditioning

- Crimping

- Penning

- Braiding

- All colors

3312 North Proctor

or so plays and seems to have been
unable to come up with anything new
for the script aside from his brilliant
use of time and space. For a
newcomer to this playwright,
however, the play will most certainly
be an enjoyable, funny, and imaginative experience.
The production is well directed by
Robert Robinson, and costumed appropriately by Leslie Simpson. Bruce
Jackson deserves praise for his versatile set.
The show runs through Saturday,
October 29, with performances on
Tuesday - Saturdat at 8 p.m. TAG is
located at 1323 South Yakima
Avenue. For more information call
272-2145.
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with coupon
BACK TO SCHOOL CLEANING SPECIAL ON ALL MAKES
OF MANUAL OR ELECTRIC PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS

THE TYPEWRITER SHOP
4304 Sixth Avenue
Tacoma
756-0700
(one block east of Stevens)

Contemporary Hair Artistry

10%

Having already exhibited in cities
across the U .S., "The Frozen
Image" will begin a European tour
after its sojourn at the Tacoma Art
Museum, 12th and Padfic Avenue.
Museum hours are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Saturday, noon to 5
p.m. Sunday; admission is free. The
exhibit will continue through
December 4.

TYPEWRITER 1TUNE UP" - $12.50

Special Effects
- New wave styling

me more about the Scandinavian people, their spirit, their land, their
history and their heritage than I've
ever learned from postcard-pretty
travel brochure scenes of blue, blue
fjords, green, green fields and picturesque folkdancers.

I

• blow out dust, lint, & erasures
• minor adjustments included
• • wash type faces & rubber parts • ribbon/parts extra, if needed

---------------- — — ________I
SMITH CORONA

discount to UPS students

authorized dealer

AMC

UPS students, faculty, staff

Offer expires 10/31/83

10% discount with coupon
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Pre-concert talk previews Wind Ensemble concert
by Sheryl Saupe
Trail Staff Writer

A new and exciting tradition at
UPS may be born this afternoon. At 4
p.m. the Gamma Phi Beta Sorority
will sponsor a "before concert" talk
by Conductor Robert Musser. Musser
is the conductor of the UPS Wind
Ensemble which will perform this
evening at 8 p.m. in Kilworth
Chapel.
The UPS Wind Ensemble is a
select group of students chosen by individual audition to perform in this
outstanding 49 member band. The
group is composed primarily of nonmusic majors—which is surprising
when one hears the quality of musicianship within the ensemble—and
boasts representation from all departments at UPS.
As a preview and introduction to
tonight's concert, Musser will talk
about the concert and explain his role
as a conductor. Musser explains that
the purpose of this informal talk is

twofold: ''I feel that there's a need to
have some communication between
the performer and the uninformed
listener. I felt that it would be an interesting and worthwhile experiment
to see if this could open some avenues
for that communication, and build an
audience for all musical groups at UPS

as well." He believes that a little
knowledge about music and conducting cannot help but increase the interest of the listener, therefore increasing enjoyment.
In today's talk, Musser will explain the art of conducting. The role
of a conductor, what he does during a

performance, and what effect he has
on the performance are topics Musser
plans to address. Musser will then
talk about tonight's performance and
will point out various aspects of this
performance that should enable the
listener to enjoy as well as understand
the concert more fully. Musser hopes
that the talk "will be informal and
that it will take whatever direction
those attending wish it to take."
The UPS Wind Ensemble performs
many different styles and types of
music, with ensembles ranging in size
from 8 people to the full group of 49.
Tonight's concert will feature the entire group performing pieces from the
baroque, romantic and 20th century.
The program will include works ranging from J .S. Bach and G . F. Handel
(both born in 1685) to a 1983 composition by Alfred Reed. Also included are works by Sousa, Hindemith,
Peter Mennin and Jaromir
Weinberger. Both the lecture and the
concert are open to the public and are
free of charge.

Zelig highlights Woody Allen's zany creativity
by Russell Moore
Trail Staff Writer
"Zelig" '—Written and directed by
Woody Allen. Starring Woody Allen
and Mia Farrow.

Looking back over the flimmaking
career of Woody Allen, it is not particularly tempting to say that all of

Allen's work has achieved greatness.
However, it would be difficult to say
that his films lack creative genius.
Zelig, in my only occasionally humble
opinion, is a product which exemplifies both the greatness and the
creativity of which Allen is capable.
Leonard Zeig (payedbyA en) is,
as one character proclaims, "the

C
ADYESEM
R
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Save $2 on any large pizza we send
winging to your door. Just give this coupon to
your delivery angel.

limited delivery area. Call for details. Coupon may not be used
with other coupons or offers. Cash value 1/204 Offer expires Dec. 31, 1983.

PIZZA HAWN
IS PIZZA HEAVEN
'

--

Tacoma North
2803 6th Ave 3834797

-

ultimate conformist." Driven by his
need to fit in, Zelig has developed a
most effective method of fading into
the background. He transforms
himself automatically into a copy of
those who surround him. At a
baseball game, he becomes "Lou
Zellig," carries a bat, and wears a
uniform. This is more than just a case
of multiple personalities. In a
speakeasy, Zelig becomes a black jazz
musician; when in the company of fat
men, he becomes fat; at a society party, he becomes a Republican; when
speaking to the servants, he is a
Democrat; in therapy, he takes on the
identity of a psychiatrist.
Obviously, Zelig 's psychiatrist
(Mia Farrow) has her work cut out for
her. In addition to normalizing Zelig 's
life, she must contend with the
divergent opinions of her colleagues at
the hospital where Zelig is being
treated. The inconsistency of
psychological "experts" is one of
Allen's primary targets this time
around, and he wields his pen with
great efficacy.
While the psychologists argue over
Zelig's treatment, he is spirited off
and made a sideshow freak by his
guardian sister and her gangster lover.
When he is released from their control, he finds himself a celebrity.
Zelig 's ability to transform
himself, which was supposed to help
him disappear, has made him stand
out all the more. He is heralded as the

"human chameleon." Songs are
written about him. Movies are made
about him. He is "as famous as Lindbergh."
Then disaster strikes. It is
discovered that the different Zeligs
have married scores of women and
fathered children by them. The scandal makes the public turn upon Zelig
in rage. His only way cut is to hide.
Some time later, he is found at the
Vatican, having disguised himself as
one of the Pope's attendants. He is
returned to the United States and
given a hero 's welcome by a forgiving
public. This is Allen's second bit of
social satire, focusing on the fickle
nature of the American people. In
America, man can be a god one day, a
devil the next, and a god the day after
that.
Zelig is the story of the 20s and
30s, done in newsreel style on black
and white film, except for interview
segments with the characters who
have managed to live through to the
present, a Ia Reds. The makeup work
and editing are fantastic. The artists
have actually made Allen look as
though he is black or fat or Chinese
and the film appears to show him in
the same scenes with Woodrow
Wilson and Adolph Hider. You will
leave the theater half believing that
Zelig is a documentary. Documentary
or not, you should see Zelig whether
you love Woody Allen, satire, love
stories, or just movies in general.
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Pow-wow celebrates sharing of cultures
by Sharlene Graham
Trail Staff Writer
"The beat of the drum is our
heartbeat ... you have given us the
ways of our customs ... bless all who
take part in, who visit our
pow-wow." With these words, Clifford Eaglespeaker of the Canadian
Blood tribe solemnly invoked the
Great Spirit, officially opening the
Native American People's Pow-wow,
held Saturday, October 22, in the
UPS Fieldhouse.
Culminating a week-long series of
events in honor of Native Americans
here at UPS and in the Puget Sound
area, the pow-wow represents
melding of old and new, ancient
beliefs and 20th century conventions.
Master of Ceremonies Harold Belmont of Chief Sealth 's (Seattle's) Suquamish tribe described it as ''a
celebration not of entertainment, but
of sharing." ''This is a gathering of
the people. A time of old friends and
new friends. There are no strangers
here in the world of the powwow—only friends who haven't
met,'' he said.
This ''sharing of cultures'' was exemplified throughout the pow-wow;
by means of ceremonies, and above
all, dance. The evening's celebration
included art displays and craft
demonstrations. One table at the far
end of the display was completely
covered with the multi-colored beads
used in costume design. Food was

served as part of the cultural experience—one of the dishes was an
Indian desert of fried bread topped
with preserves. Most of the attention,
however, seemed to focus on the
center of the fieldhouse court where
various Indians were performing tribal
dances.

Young and old enjoyed Saturday 's powwow. (photo by Scott Keller)

The first of these dances was a
"friendship" or circle dance, in which
the audience was encouraged to participate. Involving only a simple
sidestep to the left, the rhythmic
pounding of the drums and infectious
singing seemed to draw people from
wherever they might be standing into
the slowly moving circle.
Formally beginning the pow-wow
at 7 p.m., Clifford Eaglespeaker and
Bill More, an elder of the
Potowatomie Kansas Prarie band, led

the procession for the grand entry,
followed by the Urban Indian Singers
(Portland) and the Nation Singers'
(Seattle) performance of the flag
song, a Native American national anthem. When asked about the meaning
behind this ceremony, Belmont explained that the symbols used—the
American flag and the sacred eagle
staff (shaped like an oversized
shepherd's crook)—play an important
role in bringing back the spiritual emphasis that has been missing in
modern pow-wows. According to
Belmont, "Eagle feathers are accepted by most Native American
peoples as being sacred, since they
come from the supreme bird. The
American flag is used not so much
because it belongs to this country, but
because the stars and stripes are
representative of Mother Earth."
Intertribal war dancing is conSsidered as the ''real" pow-wow in
action because it involves the participation of all nations present in their
regional dress. ''Their pride is
manifest in the color of their clothing,
and their costumes are like geographic
descriptions—just by looking you can
tell where each one of us is from,''
says Belmont.
When asked about the purpose of
Saturday's celebration, Belmont explained that a pow-wow is primarily

''a social gathering of thanksgiving.''
He went on to explain, ''The spiritual
significance of the old days has been
absent most of the time, but as
you've seen tonight, we've been
reviving it with practices like the
grand entry and the memorial service.
I have to be honest and admit that the
number one social/health problem
among Indians today is alcoholism;
but the pow-wow is an alternative, a
healthy social activity. This is why Indian education is so important too; it
exposes the children to the culture
they've lost touch with."
Belmont, who will soon be traveling to Central America to confer with
the natives there about their struggle
for peace and their common need for
cultural identity, cautions that ''this
article should reflect the pow-wow as
a living experience—a time for Native
Americans to learn as well as the
visitors."
Under the auspices of the United
Methodist Church Board of Higher
Education, a HANA (Hispanic,
Asian, Native American) grant was
procured in March of 1982 to be used
by UPS for the cultural benefit of
students and families meeting the
racial criteria. The week in celebration
of Native American Peoples, as well
as other recent activities, was a result
continued on page 9
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Study Break: Halloween inspires marginal notes
by Steve Campion

Halloween has never been the high
point of the year for me. I do not
mind the parties, to be sure. It is the
costume part that bothers me.
Even in elementary school, Halloween seemed frightening. I am not a
genius of costume design by any standards. During the OPEC oil embargo
of '74, 1 dressed as a Arab oil
minister and collected candy in a gas
can. Needless to say, people were not
overly friendly. It was much like
dressing as the Ayatollah Khomeini
during the hostage situation.
This year, I will don a bathrobe,
slip into some slippers and clasp a
champagne glass. My friend Dawn is
ready with her bunny ears. Hugh
Hefner and a Playboy bunny? No,
Dawn, it will never work.
Since Halloween does not bring
sunshine from this column, I have collected an assortment of stray notes
and observations that might distract
attention from Halloween costumes
for a while. There is no order and no
moral hidden in the notes. Like
mountains, they are just there.
* What would chairs look like if our
knees bent the other way? Running
certainly would not be a pretty sight.
It would be impossible to stand up
from lying on your back without first
rolling over.
Have you ever noticed that people wearing corduroy pants walk
bowlegged in the library? They fear
attracting attention. The library is
quiet and eyes follow anyone walking
by with a" swoosh-swish-swoosh."
* know the secret of seashells you
find on the beach. Traditionally, by
holding the shell to your ear you can
hear the sea. Scientifically, the sound
is supposedly made from the echo of
the wind. I propose the theory that
there is a shrimp inside wearing corduroy.
*Congress is like a Rubik's Cube:
It is full of squares; it is all mixed up;
its parts are easily manipulated; and
the odds of getting it to work are
about one in 5 trillion.

With the trends towards designer
fashions in jeans, shampoo and
cosmetics, it is only a matter of time
before we see designer houses. These
houses could be blue with little white
dots or perhaps a realtor would sell a
nice home in pinstripes. Personally, I
want a plaid house. Nobody else on
my block has a plaid house. I was
considering a tweed one, but plaid has
more character, it seems. Some preppies could get a green one with an
alligator on the garage door. Not far
down the road, we might see a black
house made of denim with Gloria
Vanderbilt's name on the back door.
Noise pollution protestors would
certainly not let a corduroy home be

built.
* I once knew a man who loved to
babble. He never talked—just babbled. What he said was nonsense. He
would just say a word, then he'd say
a sentence and then he'd say a
paragraph and then he'd go into the
kitchen and get a cookie.
*If trees were the dominant life
form on earth, would they name their
streets after people?
* Have you ever realized that the
water we drink is old? The water has
changed states by evaporation and
condensation, but whether in the
clouds, in the sea, or in rain, we have
the same water we've had for all of
human existence. That glass of water

Counseling Center

New Programs. target student needs
By Jailyn Brown
Trail Staff Writer

During the past year, the UPS
Counseling Center has experienced a
50 percent increase in response from
the community to the programs and
services they offer. Director of
Counseling Bob Stremba attributes
this developement principally to the
changing perceptions of the UPS community concerning the Center, and to
the increasing involvement of campus
living groups in these programs
(about 20 percent). The changing
image of the Center is the key to
understanding this phenomenon.
The counselors have established
assisting in personal growth as a
primary goal. Hence, the Counseling
Center is a place to seek help with individual enrichment, including problem solving and much more.
"Counseling," says Stremba, ''is
teaching one to one where the content
of the course is the person."
This philosophy is supported by
the services offered through the
Counseling Center. Among these are

the Outreach Programs which address
a wide variety of needs. Stremba
leads one of the most popular, the
Wilderness personal growth
backpacking outings. These outings
help individuals ''let go'', formulate
and achieve goals, and develop
cooperation skills. The Alcohol
Assessment, Referral, and Information program, recently established,
assists people who are concerned
about alcohol and themselves or
others, or who otherwise seek a
greater understanding of alcoholrelated concerns. Outreach programs
also include the Gay Student discussion group, the Science Anxiety
Clinic, and other growth groups.
Personal Development Programs
for living groups run the gamut of collegiate concerns. These discussionoriented sessions may focus on stress
management, getting along with your
roommate, adjusting to college,
dating, or eating disorders. The
counseling staff also encourages suggestions of other topics of interest.
Meetings are usually held in residence

Pow-wow melds old and new traditions
continued from page 8

of this funding. Phyllis Lane,
Associate Dean of Students here at
UPS, explains that the grant is composed of three parts, or ''focuses",
the first of which concentrates on
students outside the jurisdiction of
UPS. For example: last year, junior
and senior high school students in the
Tacoma area were invited to attend
lectures held on campus at UPS concerning the difficulties of selecting a
good institution of higher education
and the choices in general they will
have to make throughout their college

you just had could have watered
flowers in Philadelphia, hosed off
sheep in Israel, or flowed near the
bottom of the Indian Ocean. The cycle even leaves the possibility that you
drank some of the very same water
when you were two years old.
My mom sent me to the butcher
today. She wanted me to get some
pork shoulder and lamb chops. The
butcher said that he was out of lamb
chops but he had the rest of my order
in the freezer. Do you know what he
did when he returned from the
freezer? He gave me the cold
shoulder.
* Hugh Hefner and a Playboy bunny? No, Dawn, it will never work.

career.
Providing for HANA students
already enrolled at UPS is the second
focus of the grant, and in relation to
this, Lane mentioned that last
November she and a group of
students attended a National Association for Minority Students leadership
conference and ''came back with certain skills, such as fund-raising, networking, and developing resources."
Native American week and similar
events come under the third focus:
cultural programming, utilizing on

and off-campus resources, in order to
create a sense of cultural ties for
HANA students here at UPS. Jim
Egawa of the Lumi nation and director
of the Indian Education program for
the Tacoma school district helped
Phyllis Lane organize last week's
events, and in her opinion, came
equipped with the attitude essential
for making it a success: ''He saw the
whole thing as a oneness, a connecting, being in tune with nature—a
real sharing of cultures.

halls or houses, promoting a relaxed,
informal atmosphere.
Members of the counseling staff
represent a wide variety of interests
and backgrounds. Caroline Hout,
'the new kid on the block', joined the
UPS staff this year. Previously she
was a counselor at Oregon StateCorvalis and Western Oregon
Universities, and she has acted as an
advisor to student government. Emphasizing a preventive approach,
I-lout helps people develop skills
which allow them to remain comfortable with themselves. Judy Roska
has been with UPS 3 years, formally
working in Residential Life. Roska
primarily deals with cases of bereavement or grief. She also counsels cases
involving eating di9orders. Clarissa
McDearmon is an intern in the
Counseling Center, completing her
MA here at UPS, and working as a
counselor about 20 hours per week.
As Director of Counseling, Bob
Stremba combines the jobs of administrator and counselor. He has
been with UPS for 2 years, coming
from Western Carolina University.
Stremba 's orientation coalesces about
helping people develop and maintain
"inner peace'', and learning to relax.
In short, the counselors help
members of the UPS community address a wide variety of concernsloneliness, depression, homesickness,
sexuality, academic problems (including lack of motivation), and
more. A reference library is being
established to provide information on
these topics and others.
The
Counseling Center is located in SUB
201 (x3372), and is open 8-5, Monday through Friday. Counseling is
available on a walk-in basis 1-3 daily,
other times by appointment.
I
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Sports Beat
WEEK'S EVENTS
Today:

Wednesday, Nov. 2:
Men 's soccer at Seattle Pacific

Women 's volleyball tournament at
Simon Frasier
Intramurals

Friday, Oct. 28:

Women's volleyball at Simon Frasier Are your fins in tip top ape? If so,
enter the IM swim nitet NOW!
Deadline for entries is Friday, Nov. 3
Saturday, Oct. 29:
at 5pm. The meet will be held TueFootball v. Central Washington at day, Nov. 7 at 7pm., so be there or
h o m e bewet!
The deadline to sign up for the IM
raquetball toumement is Monday,
Women's soccer at Seattle University Nov. 7 (Tournament time TBA).
There will be both Men's and
Cross Country Western Regional Women's divisions (singles only)
Championship with different skill levels offered.
Men's soccer at Western Washington

IM Basketball is just around the
courner. Men, Women, and Coed
divisions will be offered, so get your
Men's soccer at Central Washington teams together and sign up by
Wednesday, Nov. 9. There will be a
Women's soccer v. University of manager's meeting that evening at
Washington at home 6pm in Fieldhouse classroom 2. A
+ 10 deposit is required on registration. League play begins Nov.13.
Tuesday, Nov. 1:
Women's volleyball at Simon Frasier
Sunday. Oct. 30

Women's volleyball v. University of
Washington at home

This column provided by your local
DOMINO's pizza delivery service.

Helicopter skiers leave figure 8's in the deep powder of the Canadian Cariboos in" Ski
Time," Warren Miller's latest feature-length sports film. It will show at Tacoma's
Pantages Theatre on Friday, Nov. 4 with showtimes at 8pm and 10:30pm. Tickets are
on sale for $5, and they're going fast, so get yours today.
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CAN YOU BU ! GOOD TASTE?
Yes! Now you can acquire good taste for a
couple of bucks. Just wear shirts and visors
that say "Dos Equis." After aH, those
are foreign words. And anyon : ri college
knows people who wear stuff omth foreign

words and alligators have good taste.
So, order your kind of good taste in Dos
Equis sportswear today. And remember to
eat your peanut butter and jelly sandwiches over the sink.
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Breakfast for Champions: sports page isn't comforting
By Sheldon Spencer

Why have you turned to this page?
Are you playing mental hopscotch
with tuition credit hassles, your
parents's divorce, and prospective
unemployment after graduation—the
problems that whirl daily in the heads
of us all?
Sure you are. But fortunately,
beneath life's bed of nails rest
trivialities which should provide corn-

fort. The sports page is one of them.
Isn't it? What is encapsulated in
the second or third section of an
average newspaper should not shape
your politics or fleece your pocketbook. Yesterday's winning field goal
and last night's technical knockout
should not weigh on the mind as
much as the senseless carnage in
Lebanon and prospects for economic
recovery. The sports page offers
diversion, an island of whimsy in our

maelstrom of cares.
Then why doesn't the page feature
items for our amusement? Peruse this
morning's Post-In telligencer or this
afternoon's Tacoma News Tribune.

What do you see? Headlines bemoaning sports's money hassles, and
stories detailing athlete drug abuse,
owners's gambling problems, conflicts with the law, probationary hearings, fines, sports-related injuries and
the like. These things belong in the A

section on the crime page.
Would the newspaper be serving
its readership if it ignored these
stories? Of course not. Granted these
retellings of the tribulations of fun and
games have meaning for us all and are
therefore newsworthy. What bothers
me is the dominance these stories
have in our sports pages.
For instance, in its overview of
stories of general sporting interest.
the Times has a section headlined
"Drugs." Athletes abusing chemical
substances has become such a commonality in our society that now the
media devotes part of its sports
round-up to the latest drug happenings. The shock value vanishes; pretty soon the subject will become so
banal that it will warrant no more
mention than yesterday 's scores.
When reporting on the drug scene
becomes institutionalized, we could
be in for a lot of trouble.
The sports page is an institutionalizing medium. The farm boy
pitcher who wins twenty games his
rookie year can somehow develop into
a community spokesperson who
parlays that role into a seat on city
council, then into a seat in Congress.
Who were his agents? Oh, the sportswriters 15 years ago who turned the
postpubescent hick into folk hero.
Treating drug abuse with such
banality could ferment into a bad
situation. After all, the kid who
idolizes that pitcher because he turned
his team into a winner will also revere
the pitcher's teammate who, despite
his admitted cocaine dependency, hit
thirty homers last year. Some
businessmen will pick up on this, and
exploiting the relaxed mood of the
populace to this common, everyday
occurrence, will start selling baseball
cards with this legend:
NAME: I.M. 'Head' Casey
POSITION: Third Base/Team Dealer
SCHOOL: None
REHAB CENTER: The Sloane Institute, SanDiego, Ca.
HEIGHT: 6-0 (as of 1982)
WEIGHT: 155 (before admittance to
Sloane)
PROBATION OFFICER: Lt. Webb,
LAPD
I.M. was in the league three years
before getting the chance to start a cocaine habit which accounted for his
career high home run total last year.
A fierce competitor while under the
influence, 'Head' decided that the
habit was getting a little expensive
and checked into the chemical
withdrawal center recommended by
teammates and athletes around the
world. You too, kids, can visit the
Sloane Institute by enclosing 3 proofof-purchase seals and a stamped, selfaddressed en velope and se ndinq tli em
to...

You get the picture.
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Barnett declares for senate race

Jacksonian Democracy spoils the system, says candidate
Redmond Barnett, in a move
that may be the political coup of
the year, announced his candidacy for the U.S. Senate post
vacated by the late Henry
Jackson. Sipping gin and tonics
on his porch with his wife Suzie
at his side, Barnett surprised all
political pundits by saying he
will run as a Whig.

"Politics haven't changed in
100 years, so why should
I? "Barnett asked rhetorically.
"If elected," said Barnett,
"I would work ceaselessly to
restore this country to its former
state of greatness." Barnett
claims that America has been
destroyed by proletarian rule.
"I plan to rebuild our govern-

Phibbs's spaniel
honored with chair

Trustees of the University of
Puget Sound have contributed
gifts totalling $950,000 to
establish the Missy T. Phibbs
Distinguished Professorship of
Psychology to honor Missy for
her many years of service to the
university.
"Since Missy can't join

This candid photograph of Missy's
choice for the psychology
department's new animal behaviorist
was taken in the back lot of an unnamed Ivy League college.

Phibbs in Bhutan next fall, we
thought we'd honor her by hiring an animal behaviorist for the
phychology faculty,'' said
spokesman for the Board of
Trustees. Income from the gift
will be used to provide the
salary of a distinguished
psychologist and to buy a
lifetime supply of milkbone dog
biscuits for Missy.
''We just wanted to tell
Phibbs 'Thanks for all you and
your good dog Missy have done
for the university,' said a long
time member of the board.
''Missy has already chosen a
distinguished behaviorist to fill
the chair," said UPS Publicity
Director Greg Brewis. ''The
chair itself we'll buy at Sears."
The Combat Zone is intended as a
satirical work and, as such, has been
set off from the rest of the newspaper.
Any resemblance to any person,
place, or thing is purely coincidental.

ment to its state in the pristine
era before Jacksonian
Democracy," Barnett said.
Members of Friday Society
will assist the Barnett campaign,

according to campaign director
Craig Gunter. Campaign staffers
plan to pass out cucmber sandwiches engraved with the slogan
"Better Red than Dead."

The SUB Lecture for 1983
William P.

Models for Regulating
the Student Media:
Seminars in Search of a
Topic and a Purpose

